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Sub:

It has been observed that many users are receiving ma:ls from

email ids have domain name of gov.in, nic.in etc which are advising users

to eliek on links provided in the email body for verification. The address of

the sender has been shown as the 1T Cell of MoD in some mails. One such

m;il is from sender name 'Ajay Kumar'.

2 In this context, it is informed that such type of emails are spurious

in nature and clicking on the link may :nstall ransomware/malware in the

computer of the users which may corrupt the data.

3 Therefore/ users are strongly advised not to click the link in
such type of emails which appear spurious in nature. Such emails
may be deleted. Users are also advised to remain watchful if they
receive emails from unknown senders even if the sender is from
gov.inlnic.in domain. Users may also ensure that the antivirus
installed in their computers remain upto date.
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(Amit Kumar)
Sr. ACGDA(IT&S)

Jt. CGDA(IT&S) has seen
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